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Abstract

In many contexts we are warned against engaging in risky behavior only after having past safe experience. We examine the effect
of safe experience on a warning’s impact by comparing warnings received after having safe personal experience with those received
before people start making choices. A series of five experiments studies this question with a paradigm that combines both descriptive
information (i.e. the warning) and experiential information (safe outcomes). The results demonstrate two separate advantages to an
early warning that go beyond the warning’s mere informational content. When an early warning coincides with the beginning of a
decision-making process, the warning is both weighted more heavily in future decisions (the Primacy Effect) and induces safer behav-
ior that becomes the status quo for future choices (the Initial History Effect). While both effects operate indirectly through choice
inertia, the primacy effect also operates directly on choices. This pattern of behavior is inconsistent with the ‘‘ideal” Bayesian for
whom the order of information revelation does not influence subsequent behavior. The effect was robust across settings with and
without forgone payoffs and when the consequences for risk taking are delayed until the end of the experiment. The results imply
that, even after being adequately warned, some people may continue to take risks simply because they incurred good outcomes from
the same choice in the past. Implications for policy and theory are discussed.
� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Consider a recent example of a major safety warning:
Vioxx, a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug devel-
oped by Merck & Co., was approved safe and effective
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) on May
20, 1999. Subsequent research suggested that long-term
daily use of Vioxx may increase the risk of heart attack1

(Bombardier et al., 2000), and led the FDA to add
black-box warnings, the strongest warning the FDA
can impose on a pharmaceutical, to Vioxx labeling in
April 2002. At the time the FDA warning was added,
millions of people had already been taking Vioxx on a
daily basis.2 The FDA hoped that consumers would
incorporate this new information about the risks of Vio-
xx into their decisions—which should lead many indi-
viduals to cease taking Vioxx. However, even after the
subsequent withdrawal of Vioxx from the worldwide
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1 The increase in heart attacks was relative to that observed for
Naproxen, another non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. While the
VIGOR study did not include a control group, a later study with randomly
controlled treatments confirmed that Vioxx increased the risk of heart
attack. The drug was subsequently withdrawn worldwide (FDA, 2005).

2 In 2002, at least 25.2 million people in the US received prescrip-
tions for Vioxx and other cox-2 inhibitors (Dai, Stafford, & Alexander,
2005), the class of medications that shares Vioxx’s risk profile.
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market, an estimated 2.25 million people continued tak-
ing the drug until their prescription ran out.3

In this paper we ask the question—Do warnings
received after having safe personal experience have the
same impact as those received before people start mak-
ing choices? It is an important question as there is often
a tradeoff between the costs of expediting a warning, by
more extensive pre-testing for example, and those
incurred when people partake in risky behavior before
they are warned about the possible consequences. Policy
makers implicitly assume that once a warning is pro-
vided, people can be expected to adjust their behavior
regardless of when the warning is received relative to
their own previous experience. In this paper we explicitly
question this assumption. The question is particularly
interesting since existing research leads to three compet-
ing hypotheses.

Warnings are an important information source
designed to protect people from harm and have been
shown to be effective in increasing safe behaviors
(Cox, Wogalter, Stokes, & Murff, 1997). In particular,
warnings are necessary when risky behavior may lead
to extreme negative consequences but more frequently
results in desirable outcomes. In these cases individual
experience is likely a poor measure of the real conse-
quences of risky behavior. Engaging in risky sexual
behaviors, committing certain crimes, and taking medi-
cations with risky side effects are all examples where the
typical personal experience belies the dangers addressed
by the warning. For example, the salience of the risk
imparted by the warning ‘‘unprotected sex carries the
risk of HIV infection” may fade in light of the typically
safe experience with unprotected sex.4

In these situations people have two types of informa-
tion: descriptive, in the form of the warning, and experi-

ential, from the outcomes of their past decisions.
Existing decision-making research typically focuses on
choices based on only one of these types of information
(but not both). In description-based decisions, the infor-
mation available to the decision maker consists of a
symbolic representation of possible outcomes and prob-
abilities (ex. choice between two gambles with known
outcome distributions). Prospect Theory (Kahneman
& Tversky, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) is one
elegant summary of decisions of this type.

In experience-based decisions, on the other hand,
there is typically no objective information about the
alternatives and decisions are made based on the history
of outcomes from making the same decision in the past.
Various learning models have been proposed to describe
how such decisions are made (Camerer & Ho, 1999;
Denrell, 2005; Erev & Barron, 2005; Roth & Erev,
1995; Herriot, Levinthal, & March, 1985, to name but
a few). In summary, the decision-making literature does
not provide a clear sense of what to expect for decisions
based on both descriptive (i.e. a warning) and experien-
tial information.

The distinction between the two sources of informa-
tion is important in the context of warnings about rare
events as recent studies on description and experience-
based decisions have shown distinctly different patterns
of behavior when rare events are involved. Barron and
Erev (2003) show that while people overweight the prob-
ability of rare events in description-based decisions, as
predicted by Prospect Theory (Kahneman & Tversky,
1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992), they appear to
underweight the probability of rare events in experi-
ence-based decisions (see also Barron & Erev, 2003;
Erev & Barron, 2005; Hertwig, Barron, Weber, & Erev,
2004).5 Based on these findings, it is difficult to draw a
prediction for situations where rare events are involved
and the decision maker has both kinds of information,
much less to hypothesize about how the timing or order
of presentation will affect subsequent behavior.

Competing predictions

Three distinct hypotheses may be drawn regarding
how people weight information obtained from different
sequential presentations. Equal weighting, the first
hypothesis, is implied by Bayes’ theorem (holding fixed
the set of observed outcomes6) and is a normative
benchmark for how rational agents will integrate infor-
mation revealed sequentially. Research has shown that
experience plays a role in Bayesian reasoning by allow-
ing the individual to directly experience base rates
(Koehler, 1996; Hertwig & Ortmann, 2001). In applying
Bayes’ theorem to the current context of a warnings tim-

3 A Harris Interactive (2004) poll of 2065 adults reported that 9% of
people who taking Vioxx at the time of the withdrawal ‘‘Continued to
take Vioxx until the prescription ran out”. Independently, 10%
reported as being ‘‘not at all concerned” that their health might be
negatively effected.

4 The odds of contracting HIV from a single act of heterosexual
intercourse with a randomly selected person in the US are approxi-
mately 1:328,000 assuming a HIV/AIDS prevalence rate of 364 per
100,000 (CDC, 2004) and a mean transmission rate of 1 in 1000
(Royce, Seña, Cates, & Cohen, 1997).

5 Fox and Hadar (2006) note that in general behavior reflecting the
underweighting of rare events may be the result of biased samples (in
small samples, one is more likely to encounter the rare event less
frequently than expected than to encounter it more frequently than
expected) or of errors in judgment. In our study no subject in the
analysis sees the rare event but all subjects have a descriptive warning
indicating its probability; moreover in experiments 2–4 all subjects
have the same sample.

6 A Bayesian agent could still have different posteriors if he samples
differently from the two options (e.g. if the ‘‘hot stove” effect pushes
the agent to cease sampling from the gamble that provided a large
loss). We will rule this out in Experiments 2–4 by providing subjects
with forgone payoffs. Thus subjects’ choices will not affect their ability
to update their posteriors for both gambles.
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ing, it is simple to show that the theorem is insensitive to
the order in which information is revealed. The theorem
predicts that a warning followed by a series of safe out-
comes will result in the same posterior risk estimate as a
series of safe outcomes followed by a warning. Conse-
quently, no matter where a warning is provided within
a sequence of safe outcomes from experience, we expect
subsequent risk taking (following the full sequence) to
be the same.

A competing hypothesis can be drawn from the liter-
ature on experience-based decisions, which reports a
tendency for decision makers to overweight recent infor-
mation (De Bondt & Thaler, 1987; Kahneman & Tver-
sky, 1982). Possibly caused by limitations on memory,
this tendency is found both when the information is
the monetary outcomes of repeated choices (Barron,
Erev, & Yechiam, 2006) and when the information is a
sample, repeatedly drawn from some distribution, with
no immediate monetary consequences (Hertwig et al.,
2004).

Survey-based research, on the role of experience in
judging risks, is also consistent with the recency assump-
tion. Halpern-Felsher et al. (2001) found that subjects
reporting more experience with risky behaviors rated
the chance of a negative outcome occurring (contingent
on engaging in the risky behavior) as lower than did par-
ticipants with no such experience. For example, people
who had consumed alcohol in the past estimated the risk
of getting into a car accident as lower than did people
who reported never consuming alcohol. Presumably,
those who had experienced the risk did so with a safe
outcome in most of the time. In those cases, a safe out-
come will often have been the most recent information
available to those who subsequently estimated the risk
of a bad outcome to be lower. Returning to our question
of combined description and experience, it is possible
that a description (i.e. a warning) provided within a
sequence of safe experiences will also receive more
weight when it is recent. Thus, a ‘‘Recency hypothesis”

predicts that a warning presented after having safe expe-
riences will have a larger impact on subsequent risk tak-
ing than a warning presented before the first decision,
since it will have been experienced more recently.

A third hypothesis can be drawn from the classic psy-
chological literature on memory. Studies of peoples’
ability to recall sequentially presented lists of informa-
tion demonstrated a serial position effect, with items pre-
sented at the beginning having a higher probability of
recall, a phenomenon they called primacy (Madigan,
1971). Primacy is also thought to play a role in the ‘‘self
fulfilling prophecy” of social interactions. One person,
having formed initial expectations and beliefs about
another person, acts in ways that cause the behavior
of the target to appear to confirm these beliefs (Snyder
& Stukas, 1999). Similarly, Denrell (2005) argues that
when the probability of interacting with someone

depends on current impressions, negative initial impres-
sions will be more stable than positive impressions. New
information that might disconfirm the initial negative
impression is less likely to be collected, once the proba-
bility of future interactions has decreased. An additional
dynamic, which suggests the early warning would have a
larger impact by changing initial behavior, is seen in
simple reinforcement-learning models that assume that
choice probabilities depend only on the average rein-
forcement received from chosen alternatives (for exam-
ple, Roth & Erev, 1995). If an alternative provides a
very negative initial outcome, people will be less likely
to choose it in the future and may potentially forgo
desirable outcomes (a similar idea is explored in Denrell
& March, 2001). In the current context of a warning’s
timing, a simple ‘‘Primacy hypothesis” predicts that
the impact of a warning will be maximal when it is the
first piece of information encountered, before acquiring
information from personal experience. A more detailed
prediction is that the initial warning will reduce long-
term risk taking by reducing exposure to the desirable
outcomes provided by the risky behavior.

Motivating examples: Sex, drugs, rock-n-roll

It is easy to find (and think of) additional real-world
examples beyond Vioxx that are consistent with the Pri-
macy hypothesis. For example, during a seven year per-
iod following the U.S. Surgeon General’s 1986 warning
about AIDS and HIV, condom use increased the most
among women younger than 20. While there are
undoubtedly many reasons for this, it is consistent with
the idea that a warning has the most impact on those
who encounter it before acquiring much personal expe-
rience. In a related vein, regular condom use was found
to be highest when parent-adolescent sexual communi-
cation occurred at a younger age (Hutchinson, 2002).
Again, it was those with less experience who were most
affected by a warning against risky behavior that usually
provides a desirable outcome.7

In 1993 Cisapride, a gastrointestinal promotility
agent, was first marketed in the U.S. and, by 1995,
had approximately 5 million users. In that year, the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) ordered a
‘‘black-box” warning regarding contraindications to
using Cisapride. The warning, which must be added to
the drug’s label, was based on 61 reported incidents
including 4 deaths. In a study that examined Cisapride
usage before and after the black-box warning, the data
show a minor increase in usage of 2% among repeat
users but a decrease of 17% amongst first time users
(Smalley et al., 2000). As with sexual risk communica-
tion, it is the inexperienced individual (in this case, the

7 Unprotected intercourse is reported as being more pleasurable than
using a condom (Thomsen, Stalker, & Toroitich-Ruto, 2004).
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new user) who seems most affected by the warning. Sim-
ilarly, a black-box warning describing the potential for
an increased risk of suicidality with the use of antide-
pressants in a pediatric population had a higher impact
on new prescriptions (Thomason, Riordan, Schaeffer,
Cox, & Kratochvil, 2006).

Going beyond sex and drugs, in the second half of
2003 the Recording Industry Association of America
(RIAA) sent out a clear warning to the estimated 35 mil-
lion individuals a month who were downloading music
through peer-to-peer networks in violation of copyright
law. They identified and sued 261 individuals for copy-
right infringement and the settlements were typically
for $3000 or more. By January 2004 the RIAA’s legal
campaign seemed to be working with downloading
down 14% (Rainie & Madden, 2004). Since the RIAA
was explicitly targeting ‘‘heavy” file sharers, one might
expect the decrease in downloading to be largest among
this group of more experienced users. However, the
average number of music files acquired per user during
the same period actually increased from 59 to 63 files,
which suggests that the RIAA’s legal tactics had more
of an effect on the lighter and less experienced down-
loaders (NPD MusicWatch Digital, 2003).

Taken together, these examples support the Primacy
account: warnings have a greater impact the earlier they
are encountered, relative to personal experience, in cases
where risky behavior provides good outcomes most of
the time. In all three examples, a warning about a rare
event had less of an effect on those who had already
experienced positive outcomes from risky behavior—
those who already had unprotected sex with negative
consequences, those who were already taking Cisapride
without an adverse reaction, and those were download-
ing large quantities of copyrighted music without being
caught.

However, none of the examples above are controlled
studies, nor are the different groups exogenously deter-
mined, and thus remain more suggestive then conclu-
sive. People who consume alcohol may have different
beliefs regarding the risk of car accidents, different risk
preferences, or both. Heavy downloaders of copyrighted
music may well be less risk averse by nature or may
value music more highly.8 Our paper’s primary contri-
bution is to clarify the effect of a warning’s timing
(before vs. after safe experience) through a series of con-
trolled laboratory studies. A second contribution is
identifying the underlying mechanism by testing the
three hypotheses (equal weighting, recency and pri-
macy). Identifying the mechanism allows us to derive
non-trivial implications of our findings. More broadly,

our paper serves as an initial step in understanding deci-
sions based on both descriptive and experiential
information.

Study 1: The effect of a warning’s timing on risk taking

Method

Design

Each participant performed a binary choice task
under uncertainty one hundred times with immediate
feedback. Participants repeatedly chose between two
unmarked buttons presented on the screen (see Web
Appendix A9). Each button was associated with one of
two static distributions referred to here as S (for safe)
and R (for risky). The S distribution provided a certain
gain of $0.10, to be paid at the end of the experiment,
while the R distribution provided a gain of $0.13 with
probability .999 and a loss of 15 dollars with probability
.001. Thus, the R distribution provides better outcomes
than the S distribution 99.9% of the time but carries a
significant risk. R was given a higher expected value
(of $0.115 as compared to S’s $0.10) so as to not trivial-
ize the task. The position of the S and R buttons (right
vs. left) was randomized for each participant.

Participants were randomly allocated to the two
experimental conditions, ‘‘Early” and ‘‘Late”. In the
Early condition, subjects received a warning about the
risky button before they began the binary choice task.
The warning stated ‘‘Each time you hit the (Left/Right)
button there is a 1 in 1000 chance (.001 probability) that
you will lose $15. This is the only way you can loose
money in the game”. The second sentence was added
to reduce potential heterogeneity stemming from con-
cerns about hidden losses in the S distribution. Partici-
pants in the Late condition first began the binary
choice task and then received the warning after complet-
ing half the task (50 trials). In addition to the warning
above, these participants were told that ‘‘This has been
true since the beginning of the game”. In both condi-
tions participants were told that outcomes were i.i.d
(see instructions in Appendix A).

Participants

Sixty-two volunteers served as paid participants in
the study. Participants in this and the other studies
described in this paper were students (graduate or
undergraduate) from several local universities. In addi-
tion to the performance contingent payoff, described
above, participants received $10 for showing up. The
final payoff was approximately $21.

8 A similar bias may exist in the observation that swimmers
experienced with diving into the shallow end of a pool were more
likely to repeat the risky behavior despite a newly posted warning sign
(Goldhaber & deTruck, 1988).

9 http://www.people.hbs.edu/gbarron/WebAppendix/WebAppendix1.
pdf
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Apparatus and procedure

Participants were aware of the expected length of the
study (10–30 min), so they knew that it included many
rounds. To avoid an ‘‘end of task” effect (e.g. a change
in risk attitude), they were not informed that the study
included exactly 100 trials.10 Payoffs were contingent
upon the button chosen. Two types of feedback immedi-
ately followed each choice: (1) the payoff for the choice,
that appeared on the selected button for the duration of
1 second and (2) an update of an accumulating payoff
counter, which was constantly displayed.

Results

Four participants incurred the loss of $15 and were
removed from the remainder of the analysis. While their
particular behavior is potentially interesting,11 there
were too few in order to perform any meaningful analy-
sis. Following our motivating examples in the introduc-
tion, our main interest is in the vast majority of people
who do not experience the rare event described in the
warning.

Fig. 1 shows the mean proportion of R choices in the
first and second halves of the experiment.

The difference between the two conditions in the pro-
portion of R choices in the first 50 trials is significant
(t(56) = 5.45, p < .001) but not surprising as only partic-
ipants in the Early condition had received the warning
about the risky option. More important is the compari-
son between choice proportions in the second half of the
experiment, after participants in both conditions had
both received the warning and had experienced feedback
from 50 choices. In these 50 trials, participants in the
Late condition were choosing the risky option 19% more
often than participants in the Early condition
(t(56) = 1.67, p < .10). This result is consistent with the
Primacy hypothesis, that a warning presented before
having good outcomes from risky behavior has a larger
impact than a warning presented later on.

It is interesting to note the proportion of R choice in
the first 50 trials in the Late condition (0.84). For these
participants the task seems a simple one: the S button
always provides $0.10 while the R button provides

$0.13. The finding that people are slow to learn this is
consistent with both previous research and descriptive
models. In a very similar paradigm, where participants
were repeatedly choosing between options providing
10 points with certainty or 11 points with certainty, Har-
uvy and Erev (2001) observed the modal subject choos-
ing the EV maximizing option only 81% of the time in
the first 100 trials. This figure increased to 93% with
the addition of forgone payoff information. Descriptive
reinforcement-learning models typically capture this
slow adaptive process by assuming equally weighted ini-
tial propensities (for examples see Camerer & Ho, 1999;
Erev & Barron, 2005; Roth & Erev, 1995) and a proba-
bilistic choice rule (Luce, 1959). The result is a slow
adaptive learning process even in an environment that
provides certain outcomes. Indeed, it is precisely the
‘‘certainty” of the outcome that is being learnt.

Alternative explanations

Since the participants in the Late condition were
choosing R more often, they were winning more money
and their subsequent choices could be susceptible to
‘‘house money” effects (Thaler & Johnson, 1990). How-
ever, the repeated trial nature of the task should have
diluted such effects quickly, with participants feeling
increasingly endowed with their cumulative earnings
and reluctant to risk them. Thus, the experimental task
should effectively model repeated decision making after
a few rounds.

While all the participants in the first half of the exper-
iment both received the warning and feedback from 50
choices, the two conditions differed in one important
aspect. Each participant was observing a unique series
of feedback in the binary choice task. In particular,
those in the Early condition were observing significantly
more $0.10 outcomes as they were choosing the risky
option less often (having received the warning from
the very beginning). It is possible that these differences
are responsible for the difference in risk taking in the

10 Not knowing the length of the study also prevents participants
from using probability-based reasoning (the focus on the likelihood of
achieving a particular aspiration level) (Lopes, 1996). This type of
reasoning bases choice on the probability of coming out ahead, which
is a function of the number of choices to be made. A second reason for
not telling participants the game’s length is that this better approx-
imates the real-world decisions that interest us. In such situations, the
number of future choices to be made is often unknown and it is difficult
to prescribe optimal behavior.
11 Experiment 3 poses an alternative to the potentially objectionable

elimination of participants. The interested reader may refer to
Weinstein (1989) for a comparison between victims and non-victims
of disasters. In a nutshell, the effect on victims (for example, seatbelt
use after a traffic accident) is surprisingly short lived.
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Fig. 1. Proportion of R choices in four blocks of 25 trials for Early
and Late conditions (Experiment 1). ‘‘W” denotes the first block after
the warning is received by subjects.
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second half of the experiment. According this account,
warnings may be weighted equally regardless of when
they are received, contrary to the Primacy hypothesis.
However, an early warning may bias future choices by
reducing the likelihood that one observes good out-
comes from risky choices. A similar argument was pro-
posed by Denrell (2005) regarding impression formation
with negative first impressions reducing the likelihood
that disconfirming evidence be collected, known also
as the ‘‘hot stove” effect (see also Denrell & March,
2001).

To evaluate this possibility, we replicated Experiment
1 with the addition of forgone payoff information. Thus,
in the first half of the experiment every participant
observed the exact same series of feedback in the binary
choice task (i.e. 50 presentations of $0.10 and $0.13 from
S and R, respectively). The only remaining informa-
tional difference between the two conditions is the tim-
ing of the warning. This will allow a stronger test of
both the Bayesian hypothesis that predicts no difference
in subsequent risk taking, and the Primacy hypothesis
that predicts a larger impact for the Early warning even
in the presence of forgone payoffs in the binary choice
task.

Study 2: Replication of Study 1 with forgone payoff

information

Method

Design

As in Experiment 1, each participant performed a
binary choice task one hundred times with immediate
feedback. The S distribution again provided a certain
gain of $0.10, to be paid at the end of the experiment,
while the R distribution provided a gain of $0.13 with
probability .999 and a loss of 15 dollars with probability
.001. After each choice, both the outcome of the chosen
gamble, as well as the outcome of the other gamble,
were displayed to the subject (in contrast with Experi-
ment 1, where the subject only observed the outcome
of his chosen gamble). Participants were randomly allo-
cated to Early and Late conditions, where the subjects in
the Early condition were informed about the loss out-
come of the Risky gamble before the first choice while
the subjects in the Late condition received the warning
after period 50.

Participants

Sixty-seven volunteers served as paid participants in
the study. The final payoff was approximately $21.

Apparatus and procedure
Participants were aware of the expected length of the

study (10–30 min), although they were not informed

that the study included exactly 100 trials. Payoffs were
contingent upon the button chosen. Two types of feed-
back immediately followed each choice: (1) the payoff
for both gambles, which appeared on the respective but-
tons for the duration of 1 s and (2) an update of an accu-
mulating payoff counter, which was constantly
displayed.

Results

Fig. 2 shows the mean proportion of R choices aggre-
gated across subjects in each condition and across the 50
trials in each half of the experiment. As in Experiment 1,
participants who incurred the rare outcome of �$15, or
who observed it as a forgone payoff, were removed from
the analysis.

Consistent with the visual impression from the fig-
ure, and with the results of Experiment 1, participants
who had received the Early warning were taking signif-
icantly less risk in trials 51–100 (53% of choices as com-
pared with 80% in the Late condition, t(58) = 2.91,
p < .01). The finding of a larger impact for the early
warning suggests that the effect is not driven by partic-
ipants’ specific series of observations that bias their
future choices since as all participants saw the exact
same series (50 outcomes of $0.10 and $0.13). This sug-
gests that the observed effect on risk taking is not dri-
ven by a reduction in the likelihood that one observes
good outcomes from risky choices (i.e. the ‘‘hot stove
effect”).

The addition of forgone payoff information also
allows us to more cleanly refute the basic Bayesian
hypothesis which predicted insensitivity to the timing
of the warning. While the ‘‘ideal” Bayesian, with priors
for all possible events, is indifferent to the timing, a more
boundedly rational Bayesian in the Late condition may
be surprised by the warning. This surprise, in turn,
might cause our boundedly rational Bayesian to update
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Fig. 2. Proportion of R choices in four blocks of 25 trials for Early
and Late conditions (Experiment 2). ‘‘W” denotes the first block after
the warning is received by subjects.
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the probability of just such a surprise from choosing the
risky button. For this reason, the warning included the
information that only by pressing R could one could
loose money in the experiment. Both Experiments’ 1
and 2’s results are consistent with the Primacy
hypothesis.

We remained somewhat concerned that the results
could be biased by the elimination of the few partici-
pants who observed the rare outcome. Participants were
more likely to see the rare event the more often they
chose the R option. The elimination of these, more risk
taking, participants might differentially lower the mean
observed proportion of R choices in the Late conditions
(where R was being chosen more often). To control for
this, we replicated Experiment 2 with the exception that
the loss incurred by the rare event, if it occurred at all,
was delayed until the end of the experiment. As a result,
none of the subjects in either condition actually observe
the rare event during the experiment when we are collect-
ing data. Another advantage to this design is that it
examines the robustness of the previous results to rare
but delayed outcomes (a feature common to many
health-related risks).

Study 3: Replication of Study 2 with delayed rare event

Method

Design
As in Experiments 1 and 2, each participant per-

formed a binary choice task one hundred times with
immediate feedback. The S distribution again provided
a certain gain of $0.10, to be paid at the end of the
experiment, while the R distribution provided a gain
of $0.13 with probability .999 and a loss of 15 dollars
with probability .001. Participants were randomly allo-
cated to Early and Late conditions, where the subjects
in the Early condition were informed about the loss out-
come of the Risky gamble before the first choice while
the subjects in the Late condition received the warning
after period 50. However, in this experiment the warning
was ‘‘Each time you hit the (Left/Right) button there is
a 1 in 1000 chance (.001 probability) that you will lose
$15 at the end of the experiment. This is the only way
you may lose money in the experiment”. As in Experi-
ments 1 and 2, participants in the Late condition were
told that this was true from the beginning of the exper-
iment. After each choice outcomes were displayed for
both gambles. However, since the loss would only be
incurred at the end of the experiment, the Risky option
always produced $0.13 as an immediate payoff.

Participants
Forty-six volunteers served as paid participants in the

study. The final payoff was approximately $21.

Apparatus and procedure

Participants were aware of the expected length of the
study (10–30 min), although they were not informed
that the study included exactly 100 trials. Payoffs were
contingent upon the button chosen. Two types of feed-
back immediately followed each choice: (1) the immedi-
ate payoff for both gambles, which appeared on the
respective buttons for the duration of 1 s and (2) an
update of an accumulating payoff counter, which was
constantly displayed. At the end of the experiment sub-
jects were informed of any losses they had incurred dur-
ing the task.

Results

Fig. 3 shows the mean proportion of R choices aggre-
gated across subjects in each condition and across the 50
trials in each half of the experiment. All 46 participants
were used in the analysis.

The results replicate the findings of the previous two
experiments with participants who had received the
Early warning taking significantly less risk (46% of
choices as compared with 71% in the Late condition,
t(44) = 2.27, p < .05) in trials 51–100.

There are clear differences between Study 3’s para-
digm and that used in the previous two studies. Delaying
the loss until the end of the experiment may introduce
additional cognitive processes that were not present in
the other studies. Most notably, one might expect dis-
counting to affect the evaluation of the risk of a future
loss (Fredrick, Loewenstein, & O’Donoghue, 2002;
Liabson, 1997; Samuelson, 1937). While the standard
interpretation of discounting would not suggest a differ-
ence between the treatments, since for a given trial the
time span between the choice and the loss is the same
in both conditions, one could imagine a discounting pro-
cess where the time elapsed between an individual
becoming aware of the loss and the actual occurrence
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of the loss could play a role. However, to the extent that
discounting occurred differently between the two condi-
tions, the most natural interpretation would suggest that
the Early condition would have a longer discount hori-
zon and hence should have engaged in greater risk tak-
ing. In fact, since subjects in the Early condition
engaged in less risk taking (as in Studies 1 and 2), either
this effect of discounting is not present or it is over-
whelmed by the effects of information primacy.

Choice inertia in Experiments 1–3

While the above results clearly indicate that delaying
the introduction of the warning has a substantial impact
on choices in the second half of the experiment, we must
be careful in inferring the mechanism for this effect.
There are in fact two differences between the subjects
receiving the Early warning and the Late warning. First,
the order of information (both descriptive and experien-
tial) about the gambles is different. Second, however, the
subjects in the Late warning treatment had a markedly
different pattern of choices in the first half of the exper-
iment (because they did not know about the negative
outcome of the Risky lottery). If an individual’s choice
history affects his future choices, then this difference in
choice histories could play a role in the differing choice
behavior in the second half. To assess whether choice
inertia (i.e. the propensity to choose more often the same
gamble as the individual has chosen in the past) was
playing a role in subjects individual choices throughout
the experiment we display the proportion of risky choice
as a function of the length of the previous ‘‘run” (i.e. a
series of 1–5 consecutive risky or safe choices). If there
is no inertia and current choices are independent of past
choices this graph should be flat. Fig. 4 presents propor-
tions of risky choices as a function of previous run

length for Early and Late conditions, aggregated across
experiments and subjects. The flat line in the figure is the
expected proportion of risky choices assuming indepen-
dence. While an econometric analysis follows, the visual
impression clearly suggests significant inertia with sub-
jects being more likely to repeat a choice the longer
the run of identical past choices.12

Decomposing the treatment effect

Given the observed inertia in choices, there are two
major differences induced by the treatment that could
cause the difference in behavior we see in periods 51–
100 (see Figs. 1–3). First, the timing of the warning
may have changed the general preference of each group
for choosing risky or safe, what we will call the Main
Effect. In addition, in period 51 the two groups have dif-
ferent distributions of choice histories. Given that sub-
jects exhibit decision inertia, their different histories
mean that they will continue to make different choices
for the rest of the experiment, what we will call the Ini-
tial History Effect. The following regression analysis
decomposes these two effects to assess their relative mag-
nitude. We regress subjects’ risk decision on a set of indi-
vidual fixed effects, as well as indicator variables for the
subjects’ recent decision history. We consider two spec-
ifications to capture inertia: the number of consecutive
safe or risky decisions, and the average number of recent
risky decisions (irrespective of order). Both yield similar
results, and have similar explanatory power. While we
focus on a horizon of five decisions, results are similar
with a shorter horizon. We also pool the data from
Treatments 1–3, results are similar for each Treatment
analyzed separately.

Comparing the distribution of fixed effects between
the two treatment groups provides a measure of the
Main Effect of the treatment manipulation. The distri-
butions are significantly different for both specifications
(1: D = 0.073 t(164) = 3.62 p < .01, 2: D = 0.075
t(164) = 3.39, p < .01) Hence, even controlling for differ-
ences due to inertia there is a direct change in propensity
to chose the risky option. The Late treatment group is
significantly more likely to choose risky than the Early
group, independent of the choice history.

The Main Effect will also have a secondary indirect
effect on choices due to inertia. Even if the two treat-
ments began the second half of the experiment with
the same set of histories, as the Main Effect pushes
choices towards or away from Risky their histories will
become increasing different. The inertia of choices
would then amplify the Main Effect. We can calculate
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12 The same pattern of inertia emerges when the analysis is
constrained to trials 51–100 and to those participants whose overall
proportion of risky choices was between 0.25 and 0.75. This suggests
that the pattern is not driven only by those participants who chose the
same option throughout the experiment.
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this using our estimated magnitudes for inertia. For
both the Early and Late treatment groups we take
the total distribution of histories in period 51 and
calculate forward what the expected distribution of his-
tories should be for period 52, and again for period 53,
and so forth. However, for each group we apply the
average fixed effect for that group (the difference that
generates the Main Effect). In each period we can then
calculate the differing probability to choose Risky due
to the increasingly different choice histories. This
amplification of the Main Effect is evident in rows 1B
and 2B of Table 2.

The magnitude of the Initial History Effect through
the inertial channel can similarly be calculated using
the estimated coefficients and the distribution of histo-
ries for each treatment group in period 51. For this cal-
culation the two treatment groups begin with different
histories, but have the same choice probabilities given
a history (i.e. we exclude the Main Effect). The net iner-
tial bias towards risky choices is displayed in rows 1C
and 2C of Table 2.

For either specification of inertia, the inertial impact
of the History Effect diminishes quite rapidly (due to the
converging histories). We can compare, in Table 2
below, the relative magnitude of the Main and Initial
History Effects in different periods. While the Initial His-
tory Effect’s impact (via inertia) is much stronger imme-
diately after the late warning, it diminishes rapidly.
Hence the total treatment effect diminishes over time,
but not to zero, since the Main Effect still operates.
Our estimates indicate that the Main Effect accounts
for between 70% and 90% of the overall treatment effect,
while the indirect effect is between 10% and 30%.13

Experience as a shifting reference point

We may also consider whether our results can be
explained with a narrower adaptation of the existing lit-
erature of description-based choice under uncertainty,
i.e. Prospect Theory. According to this explanation, sub-
jects in the Late condition have ‘‘gotten used to” receiv-
ing 13 cents every period and framed the prospect of
receiving 10 cents for a safe choice as a loss. Typically
the reference point around which gains and losses are
determined is assumed to be the status quo level of
wealth. However, when the individual is receiving a
sequence of outcomes from the same choice problem
the reference point may instead reasonably be deter-
mined by the (recent) sequence of outcomes received
assuming they influence ones expectations (Kahneman
& Tversky, 1979). If a subject has received 13 cents in

every period, receiving only 10 cent may be viewed as
a loss, even though the subject’s wealth has increased.
This would cause subjects who had chosen the Risky
button frequently in the past (and thus have a high ref-
erence point) to view the choice as between a small cer-
tain loss (the Safe button) vs. a small probability of a
large loss (the Risky button). This would increase their
preference for the Risky option, relative to a subject
with a lower reference point. Hence in our experiment,
subjects in the Late treatment would have a higher ref-
erence point at the start of the second half (due to
choosing Risky frequently before the warning) than sub-
jects in the Early treatment, and hence would chose
risky more often in the second half. Note that, since
choices and outcomes were perfectly correlated in our
experiments (on the subsample of subjects we consider),
this model could be seen as the underlying mechanism
for inertia (and thus the Initial History Effect), but not
for the Main Effect identified previously.

We examine several standard formulations of Pros-
pect Theory in the literature to assess how well this
explanation fits out data (details are available in a
Web Appendix B14). While these models can generate
a difference in propensity to choose risky between sub-
jects who have frequently chosen safe and those who
have frequently chosen risky, for standard parameter
values the largest difference was approximately 10%.
Fig. 4 and Table 1 suggest that to explain the difference
in choices in our data, the effect would have to be
between 6 and 9 times larger. Hence we conclude that
a moving reference point is not an effective modeling
approach to explaining our data.

Brief summary and the role of decision-making processes

The econometric analysis above supports indepen-
dent primacy and initial history effects. An early warn-
ing is associated with less subsequent risk taking
because it is weighted more heavily than a late warning
(i.e. primacy). Additionally, different behavior engaged
in by the subjects in the first half of the experiment
due to the timing of the warning is persistent in the sec-
ond half (i.e. initial history). The role of a deliberate
decision-making process is clearly important for the Ini-
tial History Effect to occur, since it operates through the
inertia of decisions. An alternative inertial mechanism
based on monetary outcomes, namely loss aversion, is
shown to play either a lesser or non-existent role. How-
ever, the role of a deliberative decision-making process
for the Main Effect (i.e. primacy) is less clear. Research
on the importance of deliberation and reasoning sug-
gests that they can have significant effect on attitudes,

13 Calculating the indirect inertial component of the Main Effect by
taking the difference between an estimate with different histories plus
the average fixed effect difference and an estimate with different
histories but without the fixed effect difference yields similar results.

14 http://www.people.hbs.edu/gbarron/WebAppendix/WebAppendix1.
pdf
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judgments and choices (Shafir, Simonson, & Tversky,
1993; Wilson & Schooler, 1991; Wilson, Dunn, Kraft,
& Lisle, 1989). Will an early warning reduce subsequent
risk taking even in the absence of the deliberative pro-
cess that accompanies choices made in the first half of
the experiment?

The answer to the question has important practical
implications - whether the correct interpretation of an
‘‘early” warning is ‘‘as soon as possible”, or ‘‘early”

relative to an individuals’ decision opportunity (we
leave the theoretical interpretations to the discussion
section below). Consider two elaborations of the origi-
nal primacy hypothesis. First, merely being exposed to
an early warning may be sufficient to generate long
lasting differences in the propensity for risk taking,
even if the relevant decisions are made only after
accruing experience. Alternately, individuals’ delibera-

tion over the two options while integrating both
descriptive and experiential information may mediate
the impact of an early warning on risk taking. Thus,
under this account of the primacy hypothesis, an early
warning is predicted to loose its impact when experi-
ential information is accrued separate from, and prior
to, decision making. Possibly, when both descriptive
and experiential information are obtained before mak-
ing a decision, individuals tend to rely more heavily
on the experiential information regardless of the
order.

To test these two versions of the primacy hypothesis,
we ran a replication of Experiment 2, but removed the
process of decision making from the first half of the
experiment. Instead, participants merely observed out-
comes sampled from both S and R options in trials 1–

50. If the decision-making process is not a necessary
mediator of the main results in Experiments 1–3 then
the results of the new experiment should be similar since
the information structure remains the same (subjects
observe 50 pairs of draws from the two distributions).
However, if deliberation is necessary for the primacy
effect to occur, then we expect the Early and Late condi-
tions to exhibit similar risk taking. Moreover, if experi-
ential information is weighed more heavily in the
absence of the primacy effect we should see greater total
risk taking.

Study 4: Replication of Study 2 with sampled outcomes

for both S and R

Method

Design

As in Experiments 1–3, each participant performed a
binary choice task one hundred times with immediate
feedback. However, for the first 50 trials, the S and R
buttons were inactive and a third button was added to
the middle of the screen. When pressed, this button pro-
duced outcomes for both the S and R buttons; these out-
comes had no monetary consequences for the subjects.
Participants were told that this constituted a sampling
phase of the experiment and that no money would be
won or lost. On trial 51 (and after the warning in the
Late condition), the third button disappeared and the
S and R buttons were activated. At that time, partici-
pants saw a message saying that the sampling phase
had ended and that all choices were now for actual earn-

Table 1
Individual choices controlling for history

Prob (choose risky)

Indicator variable (1) Indicator variable (2)

1 consecutive R 0.260*** (0.019) 1 R of last 5 choices 0.127*** (0.014)
2 consecutive R’s 0.515*** (0.023) 2 R’s of last 5 choices 0.271*** (0.017)
3 consecutive R’s 0.489*** (0.024) 3 R’s of last 5 choices 0.248*** (0.017)
4 consecutive R’s 0.493*** (0.026) 4 R’s of last 5 choices 0.438*** (0.016)
5 consecutive R’s 0.506*** (0.016) 5 R’s of last 5 choices 0.645*** (0.012)
2 consecutive S’s �0.147*** (0.021)
3 consecutive S’s �0.140*** (0.022)
4 consecutive S’s �0.180*** (0.023)
5 consecutive S’s �0.160*** (0.015)
Constant 0.359*** (0.014) Constant 0.213*** (0.0082)

Observations 8300 Observations 8300
Number of subjects 166 Number of subjects 166
R-squared (within) 0.372 R-squared (within) 0.251
R-squared (between) 0.999 R-squared (between) 0.995
R-squared (overall) 0.755 R-squared (overall) 0.712

Note: The dependent variable is whether the subject chose the R button. Standard errors are reported in parenthesis. ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1.
Fixed-effects regression for treatments 1–3, period 51–100. Similar results obtain for estimating each treatment separately. Omitted variables: (1) 1
consecutive S, (2) 0 R’s of last 5 choices.
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ings. The S distribution again provided a certain gain of
$0.10, to be paid at the end of the experiment, while the
R distribution provided a gain of $0.13 with probability
.999 and a loss of 15 dollars with probability .001. After
each choice (after period 50), both the outcome of the
chosen gamble, as well as the outcome of the other gam-
ble, were displayed to the subject. Participants were ran-
domly allocated to Early and Late conditions, where the
subjects in the Early condition were informed about the
loss outcome of the Risky gamble before the first choice
while the subjects in the Late condition received the
warning after period 50.

Participants
Sixty volunteers served as paid participants in the

study. The final payoff was approximately $16.

Apparatus and procedure

Participants were aware of the expected length of the
study (10–30 min), although they were not informed
that the study included exactly 100 trials. Payoffs were
contingent upon the button chosen. Two types of feed-
back immediately followed each choice: (1) the payoff
for both gambles, which appeared on the respective but-
tons for the duration of 1 s and (2) an update of an accu-
mulating payoff counter, which was constantly
displayed.

Results

Fig. 5 shows the mean proportion of R choices aggre-
gated across subjects in each condition and across the 50
trials in the second half of the experiment. A single subject
observed the rare event and was not included in the
analysis.

There was no significant difference in the propor-
tion of participants choosing the risky option
(t(58) = 1.00, ns). This result supports the hypothesis
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that the direct effect of the warning’s timing is medi-
ated by a decision-making process. In the current con-
text, an early warning is associated with less risk
taking only when the warning coincides with actual
decision making.

The mean proportion of R choices in the Early con-
dition (0.77) appears to be higher than that in Studies
1–3 (0.44, 0.53, 0.46, respectively). This supports the
interpretation that absent the primacy effect, experien-
tial information is relied on more heavily. Note that this
increase in risk taking is distinct from the Initial History
Effect (induced by inertia) since subjects made no deci-
sions in the first 50 trials.

Study 5: Preferred behavior given full information

The large impact of an early warning in Studies 1–4
is particularly notable, given that the Risky lottery has
a larger expected value than the Safe lottery. To sub-
stantially reduce the choice of the otherwise appealing
Risky lottery to the extent observed, the effect of the
warning’s timing must have greatly increased the
impact of a rare, large loss on the formation of the
subjects’ risk attitudes. However, to consider how this
phenomenon should impact the development of public
policy, one can take two perspectives. By providing an
early warning, we are either helping subjects engage in
the safe behavior they truly wish to pursue, or we are
biasing their choices away from a risky but otherwise
sufficiently rewarding activity. While our motivating
examples suggest that society’s interests are typically
best served by inducing safe behavior, under the latter
interpretation an early warning that reduces risk taking
may be undesirable from the individual’s point of view.
To better understand whether a proactive policy of
early intervention to prevent risky behavior could serve
the underlying interests of the individual, we consider a
paradigm in which individuals can make choices
between the two options given full descriptive informa-
tion about the distribution of outcomes for both lotter-
ies.15 Even under full descriptive information the
theoretical and empirical literature suggests that it
may be difficult to identify an individual’s ‘‘true” pref-
erences. However, we can find the limits of the level of
risk the individual is willing to take on given the poten-
tial rewards.

We consider a paradigm of multiple prospective
choices, both for comparability to our earlier studies,
and to give scope for individuals to pursue expected
value maximization. While Prospect Theory predicts
that, given a full description of the safe and risky distri-

butions, people will prefer the safe distribution in a one-
shot choice since it avoids the (overweighted) small
probability of a significant loss (that looms large, rela-
tive to gains), previous research has shown that when
multiple choices are made under full descriptive informa-
tion, behavior is more consistent with expected value
maximization, the risky distribution in the current con-
text (see Keren & Wagenaar, 1987; Keren, 1991; Lopes,
1981; Wedell & Bockenholt, 1990). Therefore, the level
of risk taking we observe is an upper-bound on the
amount of risk the individual is willing to take on.
Hence if subjects prefer the safe behavior in a setting
where we might expect to observe expected value maxi-
mization, we can be more confident that the choice
behavior in the Early condition of our previous studies
is more in line with the individual’s underlying risk pref-
erences than the Late condition. If individuals exhibit a
strong preference for the Safe lottery absent potentially
biasing manipulation of the presentation of information
(relative to experience) then public policy makers can be
more confident that early intervention is good for both
society and the individual.

Method

Design

Subjects were presented with descriptions of the
same two distributions used in the previous experiments
([$0.10,1] and [$0.13,.999; �$15]). Subjects were ran-
domly allocated between two conditions: ‘‘Repeated”
and ‘‘Allocation”. In the Repeated condition, subjects
were asked to make a single choice between either the
safe or risky gamble (that were not labeled) and were
told that their earnings, or losses, would be the sum
of 100 independent plays of their chosen gamble (see
Appendix A). The Allocation condition was identical
except that subjects were asked to allocate 100 choices
between the two gambles, i.e. could select a combina-
tion of both Risky and Safe choices. Subjects had to
enter a separate Allocation (0–100) for each gamble
and the sum of the two allocations had to equal
100.

Participants

Fifty volunteers served as paid participants in the
study. The final payoff was approximately $20.

Results

A clear preference for the safe gamble, with the lower
expected value, was observed in both the Repeated
(P(R) = 0.28) and Allocation (P(R) = 0.24) conditions
(z = 2.2, p < .05 and t(24) = 2.97, p < .01, respectively).
Interestingly, only one subject in the Allocation condi-
tion chose a mixed allocation. While the results have
interesting links to similar studies on multiple prospec-

15 This is how the vast majority of the literature thinks about eliciting
risk preferences (see Hertwig et al. (2004) for a brief review).
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tive choice,16 for our purposes it is sufficient to note that
early warnings appear to move behavior towards sub-
jects’ preferred level of risk taking under full
information.

Discussion

In many real-world contexts, the timing of warning
against risky behavior seems to affect its impact. Specif-
ically, those who receive warnings before having (usually
profitable or enjoyable) experience with risk taking exhi-
bit less risk taking than those warned only after having
such experience. Our paper demonstrates that this pat-
tern is robust, even in controlled settings, which elimi-
nate selection according to risk preferences as a factor.
Subjects who received an early warning took less risk
than those who received a late warning even though
all subjects had the same warning and feedback, albeit
in different order.

The second contribution is to identify the underlying
mechanisms: primacy (mediated by decision making)
and initial behavior (working through inertia17). While
the present application is novel, these mechanisms have
been well documented (e.g. Madigan, 1971 on primacy,
and Samuelson & Zeckhauser, 1988 on status quo bias).

One difference between the classic primacy studies
(where primacy occurred with visually presented lists)
and Experiment 4 (where we found no primacy from
mere observation of outcomes) is that we used two dif-
ferent types of information, descriptive and experiential.
Future research should examine the hypothesis that
when the types of information are sufficiently different,
an integrative process, such as that required when mak-
ing choices, is necessary for primacy to manifest.

The current findings also extend the research on rare
events in decision making. While description-based deci-
sions have been shown to exhibit overweighting of small
probabilities and experience-based decisions to exhibit
underweighting of small probabilities, no previous
research that we are aware of has examined behavior
in the presence of both descriptive information and
experience. The experiments presented here examine
the extreme case where the rare event is only described
but never experienced. By comparing risk taking in
Experiments 1–4 to that observed in Experiment 5 (with
a full description) we can draw the preliminary conclu-
sion that experienced gains are more salient than sym-
bolically described gains and can increase risk taking
when they are associated with risky behaviors. Future
research should examine the extent that experience
may mitigate the effects of a described rare event.

Limitations and future research

While in all five experiments the risky option had a
higher expected value than the safe option, in applied
contexts we do not know to what extent risky behavior
maximizes the individual’s expected utility. For exam-
ple, Viscusi (1992) argues that smokers’ decision to con-
tinue smoking can be seen as a rational choice in the
EUT framework. However, Study 5 demonstrates that
even in the current context where the Risky option has
a 15% higher expected value, individuals overwhelm-
ingly prefer the safe choice (under their ‘‘natural” full
information, repeated-choice risk attitudes). Moreover,
as a society it is clear that in many situations, we would
prefer people to choose more safe options even when
risky behavior may be preferred by some individuals.
For specific applications, however, policy makers may
want to assess the attractiveness and risk level of the
risky behavior, and weigh the merits of an early inter-
vention for both society and the individual.

While the differences between the risky and safe
behavior are quite stark in Study 5, the mix of descrip-
tive and experiential information presented in Studies
1–4 likely reduced the discriminability of the two
options (i.e. choosing safe vs. risky is a ‘‘tough call”).
Previous work on the status quo bias suggests that the
bias is stronger when people are less able to clearly dis-
criminate between their options according to their true
preferences. To the extent that our observed choice iner-

16 This result is not inconsistent with past studies that observed more
expected value maximization in a repeated task like the one used here.
While the expected value maximization rates were low in both
conditions it is reasonable to expect even less expected value
maximization in a one-shot choice between these two distributions,
as is predicted by Prospect Theory. Note that the one-shot decision is
the choice between earning 10 cents with certainty and earning 13 cents
while risking a loss of 15 dollars with probability .001. More
interesting however is the comparison between expected value maxi-
mization rates in the current experiment and those observed in
Experiments 1–4. The difference between the experiments is that the
information about the positive outcomes, 10 cents for Safe and 13
cents for Risky, was descriptive in Experiment 5 and was experiential
in Experiments 1–4. This change appears to make the risky gamble
more attractive (the mean proportion of risky choices in the Early
condition in Experiments 1–4 ranged from 0.46 to 0.77). This suggests
that experiencing relatively good outcomes from risk taking can
increase risk taking substantially as compared to merely knowing
about these outcomes by way of a description. Future research should
examine more closely the relative decisions weights given to described
and experienced information in different contexts. It is interesting to
note that the almost total absence of mixed allocations in the
Allocation condition does not support Chen and Corter (2006) who
find that people often prefer a mix of sure and risky options over pure
bundles of either. One potential explanation for the contradicting
findings lies in the specific gambles used in the studies. That paper used
gambles that people were relatively indifferent between when they were
forced to choose between a purely risky bundle or a purely safe bundle
(i.e. approximately half the participants chose one while the other half
chose the other). In our study however, in the repeated condition,
people had a strong preference for the safe option to begin with. Thus,
the ability to mix options in the Allocation condition provided little
added benefit. This suggests that Chen and Corter’s results may be
most important when there is relative indifference between the options.
17 i.e. the tendency to repeat past decisions (March, 1994).
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tia is related, our paradigm is thus likely to be quite sen-
sitive to the effects of information timing. However,
most of the relevant applications and particularly our
motivating examples, have additional rich contexts
beyond our stark setting. For settings where the addi-
tional detail increases the disciminability of the possible
behaviors, we may expect the timing of a warning to be
less germane. In contrast, when the richness of particu-
lar application further clouds the issue of whether the
safe or risky option is more attractive, the role of an
early warning could be just as strong. Future research
should examine the robustness of the effect to changes
in the ability to discriminate between risky and safe
options.

Of course, the role of a richer context can have other
implications for the generalizability of our findings.
Risky or safe behavior may be associated with different
norms at different times or from different perspectives
(e.g. sexual behavior and adolescence vs. adulthood,
the criminality of ‘‘copying” vs. ‘‘stealing” music, etc.).
The issue of the optimal timing for sex education to
impact sexual behavior has long been studied. This
question is complicated since adolescence, i.e. the age
at which many individuals change from not being sexu-
ally active to being sexually active (Brady & Halpern-
Felsher, 2007 is also the transition from childhood to
adulthood. At this time the changing (and relaxing)
norms about sexual behavior may reduce the perceived
costs and increase the perceived benefits of engaging in
risky behavior (Goldberg, Halpren-Feisher, & Millstein,
2002). Our study suggests that one factor that might
play a role in this complicated issue is the relative timing
of sex education with the onset of sexual decision mak-
ing. In particular, as Study 4 emphasizes, it is important
that the warning be contemporaneous with decision
making. While this may make the optimal timing a dif-
ficult problem, in the following section we discuss the
potential for role-playing and simulated decisions to
enhance the efficacy of an early warning by increasing
the alignment between the warning and decision mak-
ing. Alternately, initiating sexual education at a young
age, to be continued throughout adolescence, (see Kirby
et al., 1994 for a review and Frost & Forrest, 1995 for
evidence of the efficacy of targeting younger adoles-
cents) may be sufficient, given possible heterogeneity in
the onset of decision making. Early education will pro-
vide a contemporaneous warning to early decision mak-
ers, while continuing education still provides a
contemporaneous warning to average and late decision
makers. This suggestion is consistent with the observa-
tion that successful sexual education programs have
been found to be longer in duration (Kim, Stanton,
Li, Dickersin, & Galbraith, 1997). Admittedly, our
study does not consider multiple or ongoing descriptive
warnings, and hence this possibility should be studied
explicitly in future research. Lastly, while much discus-

sion has developed over the content of warnings about
risky sexual behavior: e.g. whether sex education should
be ‘‘abstinence only” (i.e. telling adolescents to postpone
having sex but not suggesting condoms as a means of
reducing the risks of sex) or ‘‘comprehensive” (providing
adolescents with both messages), our findings have little
to say about which kind of sex education is likely to be
more effective (instead, see Bruine de Bruin, Downs, &
Fischhoff, 2007; Kirby, 2002; McKay, 2000). However,
our findings do suggest that for any form of sex educa-
tion content, beginning the program at or shortly before
the onset of decision making is likely to be important for
its efficacy.

The broader literature on risk communication is con-
cerned with many types of warnings and risks beyond
those experienced by participants in our studies. We
used a descriptive warning with numeric information
(i.e. probabilities and outcomes). While this type of
warning may be thought of as a quantitative summary
of expert knowledge (Morgan, Fischhoff, Bostrom, &
Atman, 2002, p. 6), other types of warnings are pre-
sented as simple statements of advice. For example,
‘‘Don’t do it, it’s dangerous!” The risk faced by partici-
pants in our studies (i.e. loosing $15) was individual,
controllable, and was neither catastrophic nor dreadful.
As such, it falls low on factor 1 of Slovic, Lichtenstein,
& Fischoff (1980) three factor hazard space. The second
factor in this space relates to characteristics such as
observability and immediacy. The studies presented here
cover more then one point on this factor. While the risk
of loss was immediate in Studies 1 and 2 it was delayed
and unobservable in Study 3. Additionally, in our stud-
ies the warning about the risk was always described as a
probability of a loss given one trials worth of risky
behavior, the same time span over which people were
making decisions. Shaklee & Fischhoff (1990) show that
when the time horizon used in risk communication is
different then that used by people in their risk assess-
ments, people tend to misestimate the risk implied by
the original communication. Yet another limitation of
the current context was that while our warnings indi-
cated a risk, their absence could not be interpreted as
implying safety. Meyer (2004) explores the difference
between warnings systems that instruct us to perform
an action when the warning is on (compliance), and
those where we are to refrain from performing an action
when the warning is off (reliance). More research is
needed to validate the current findings on a broader
set of warnings and risk types.

Lastly, in our setting all subjects faced the same dis-
tribution of outcomes. However, in many settings (par-
ticularly in the domain of health) individuals are
heterogeneous in their probability of incurring the rare
outcome. Hence, positive or negative outcomes are
informative both about the general consequences of a
given behavior and about an individual’s ‘‘riskiness
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type”. Several studies have suggested that individuals
may over-attribute the non-occurrence of a rare event,
e.g. pregnancy, as indicative of being a low probability
type, i.e. infertile (see Downs, Bruine de Bruin, Murray,
& Fischhoff, 2004; Zikmund-Fisher, 2004). These con-
texts may be particularly interesting avenues in which
to extend our research, since an effective descriptive
statement may be particularly useful in a setting where
individuals appear to have great difficulty in interpreting
experiential information.

Practical implications

In themselves, the five studies reported here can not
address the larger question of the magnitude of the mere
timing effect in warnings against HIV, adverse drug
reactions, or being caught downloading music illegally.
Still, the demonstration of any potential effect can have
large implications in situations where we previously
thought there to be no effect whatsoever. Consider the
original example regarding the use of NSAID’s such
as Vioxx. The current results suggest that the addition
of an FDA warning only after Vioxx was on the market
for almost 3 years lead to two groups exhibiting excess
risk taking: those who took (or prescribed) Vioxx before
the warning due to incomplete information, and those
who continued to use Vioxx after the warning due to
their earlier positive experience. The latter group devel-
ops risky habits and incurs the costs, for themselves and
for society, associated with those habits. Such costs can
be avoided by an early warning, which is weighed more
heavily if it coincides with the beginning of decision
making, and influences initial choices that, in turn, tend
to persist in the future. However, in some contexts it
may be infeasible (or too costly) to acquire sufficient
information to provide an accurate ‘‘early” warning
for many individuals. For drugs like Vioxx, the usage
of the medication by early adopters may have been nec-
essary to bring to light the risks of rare negative side
effects (absent vastly larger pre-approval studies).
Hence, when only a late warning is possible (e.g. after
a drug is widely available in the market), it is important
to know how to make the late warning as effective as
possible (e.g. it may need to be presented more thor-
oughly, saliently and/or extensively, and with greater
cost, to overcome behavioral inertia and have its
intended impact). Alternately, there may be some
amount of propensity to take risks that cannot be over-
come by a late warning. While such conclusions cannot
be drawn directly from our findings, they do suggest that
it may be important for policy makers that future
research examine these possibilities explicitly.

On the other hand, early warnings are often costly
themselves if large amounts of data are needed to iden-
tify a risk and if data collection comes at a cost. In the
case of phase 3 drug trials designed to evaluate the drug

with large populations of affected patients, larger trials
that could identify rare adverse effects are more expen-
sive. These costs must be balanced against the risk of
a previously undetected adverse drug reaction manifest-
ing itself only after a drug goes to market with possible
economic repercussions for the drug company.

Our results are also potentially related to the known
difficulty in recalling defective products by the Con-
sumer Product Safety Commission. Past research shows
that response rates are often as low as 5–10% (see for
example Tobin, 1982). While difficulty in locating prod-
uct owners and product longevity are often blamed for
the low success rates, our results suggest that even when
information about a recall does reach consumers who
posses the product, safe past experience might lower
its efficacy. This is consistent with studies showing that
response rates decline the longer the consumer owns
the product controlling for both the ability to notify
consumers and the product’s longevity (Murphy &
Rubin, 1988). Recalls of defective automobiles by the
National Highway and Traffic Safety Administration
were also found to have lower completion rates for cars
that were owned for more than two years (Hoffer, Pruitt,
& Reilly, 1994). Future research should estimate the
magnitude of the effect of safe experience in these
applied contexts and examine possible solutions.

The current findings raise questions about an organiza-
tion’s responsibility for peoples post-warning behavior. If
an organization is held responsible for the outcomes of
risky behavior before a warning is issued, as is the case
when companies put a product on the market that leads
to injuries or death, should they be held (partially) respon-
sible for outcomes after the warning is issued? For exam-
ple, in liability cases regarding a drug’s adverse side effects
pharmaceutical companies frequently argue ‘‘Don’t
blame us; we got the labeling right” (Avorn, 2004). While
a legal treatment of the question is beyond the scope of
this paper, our findings suggest that warning content is
only part of the story and that some amount of risky
behavior following a warning may be attributable to the
timing of the warning. In other words, some people who
take a risk by using a product after a warning has been
issued may not have taken the same risk had the warning
been issued earlier, before the accrual of safe experience.
This raises non-trivial questions about an organizations
post-warning liability.

Returning to the example of RIAA’s legal campaign
against illegal file sharing, it seems possible that the cam-
paign is having less of an effect on the target population
(i.e. heavy users) since this group has had the most
‘‘good” file-sharing experience before the campaign
was initiated. If providing a warning is costly, and it cer-
tainly is when litigation is involved, then understanding
the warnings differential effect on populations with dif-
ferent levels of experience is vital for an accurate cost-
benefit analysis.
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Lastly, the current results underscore the importance
of ‘‘education” in the sense of early risk communication.
The policy implications of the current results are easiest
to apply when large populations begin making choices
at approximately the same time, and thus a proactive
warning program can specifically target those individu-
als who are about to begin risky or safe behavior (other-
wise, timing the warning to coincide with the start of
decision making is less straight forward). Teenagers
entering adolescence, and thus exposed to opportunities
for risky behaviors (sexual and others) with frequently
reinforcing outcomes, are perhaps the best example
where the timing of the warning relative to the onset
of decision making for the individual is feasible. The
message of the current research is very clear: while it
may be true that ‘‘timing is everything”, it would be
an oversimplification to prescribe ‘‘the earlier the bet-
ter”. As noted above, regarding sex education, preven-
tive education that warns against the negative
consequences of risky behavior should be timed to coin-
cide with people’s initial decisions. In Experiment 4,
where warnings and outcomes were merely observed,
without any decision-making process, there was no
advantage to an early warning. However, in all three
experiments where an early warning was coupled with
a subsequent decision-making process, the early warning
had a larger impact on reducing subsequent risk taking
behavior. In other contexts, such as the availability of a
new drug, where individuals are more heterogeneous in
when the relevant decision making will occur (i.e. devel-
oping a medical issue), then it may be sufficient to focus
on making a warning as early as possible.

Some existing research suggests that it may be suffi-
cient to use simulated decisions, coupled with warnings,
to achieve a reduction in risky behavior. Downs et al.
(2004) find that an interactive DVD that educates and
warns against the risk of sexually transmitted diseases
(STD’s) was more effective at reducing risky behavior
and contraction of STD’s in adolescent females than
was a book containing the same information. An impor-
tant feature of the DVD was the presentation of video
taped scenarios where participants were required to
answer the question ‘‘What would you do?” and choose
between a number of options. These results, together
with the current findings, emphasize the potential
importance of incorporating some form of explicit deci-
sion making in programs designed prevent risky
behavior.
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Appendix A. Instructions for Experiment 1

In this experiment you will be operating a ‘‘money
machine” with two buttons. You can click on either but-
ton with the mouse and change as often as you wish.
With each button press you will win or lose an amount
of money. The amount of money you receive each time
is randomly chosen from a predefined list of amounts
and each button has its own list. Each amount on a list
has the same chance of being chosen each time. Your
goal is to finish the experiment with as much money as
possible. Your total earnings will be constantly dis-
played below the money machine.

Your final earnings depend on the amount of money
you have at the end of the experiment. You are also
guaranteed an additional $10 show up fee.

Each subject’s experiment is slightly different. Some
of you may see a pop up screen with more information
about the two buttons. If you do, read this information
carefully.

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data associated with this article can
be found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/
j.obhdp.2007.11.002.
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